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Find Your Perfect Match  
in Qualified Health Care Staff

Every day your patients rely on your health care staff and so do you. Trust is important, and you need 
to know that the people who work for you are fully-credentialed and qualified to perform their duties 
and deliver quality care to the patients you serve.

But what happens when one of your employees goes on maternity leave, or three people call in sick 
with the flu? When you need professional health care staff long-term or on short notice, look to  
Quality Care Options.
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Here are just a few of the reasons why we’re different: 

1. Complete Credential Guarantee
Quality Care Options utilizes the industry’s most 
rigorous and extensive credentialing process 
to provide our clients with superior health 
care professionals. Our standards 
meet the criteria set forth by 
the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations for Health Care 
Staffing Services. With over 
50 mandatory credentials, 
annual reviews, ongoing 
competency training, 
professional education 
programs, comprehensive 
background checks 
and more, Quality Care 
Options guarantees 
100% of its staff is 100% 
credentialed at all times!
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About uS:
Quality Care Options is a healthcare staffing  
agency that provides the most qualified and 
credentialed healthcare professionals for both 
immediate placement and temporary or long-term 
employment. After subjecting our candidates to a 
very rigorous credentialing process, they are put 
into our database where they are made available 
for placement no matter how short the notice. 
We’re so confident of the quality of candidates 
that we place for our clients that offer the 
QCO Satisfaction Guarantee. But we don’t 
stop there, we follow up with a short 
survey to ensure your future satisfaction.   

2. StatCare™ Priority Placement Service
Your employees sometimes call out on short notice –  
often just as a shift is about to change. Even  
nurses get sick, after all. Or maybe you need  
additional  staff on hand to manage an  
emergency situation. Whatever the case may  
be, we understand your staffing needs can’t  
always be planned for in advance. When it  
comes to providing the necessary care, you can’t  
afford to wait and, more importantly, neither can your  
patients. With Quality Care Options’ StatCare™ Priority Placement  
Service, we guarantee placement of qualified health care professionals for you  
facility within 59 minutes of your request or we’ll take 25% off next comparable shift. 

3. CareMatch™ Health Care Professional Matching System
At Quality Care Options, we know that every client has different needs. We also recognize the 
individuality, diversity and personal preferences of our candidates when it comes to placement. 
That’s why we offer clients and candidates alike our exclusive CareMatch™ Health Care Professional 
Matching System. By identifying the preferences and requirements of our clients and candidates in 
advance, we foster strong working relationships that are a perfect fit for everyone involved.

To learn more about how Quality Care Options 
can serve your organization’s staffing needs, 
please contact us at 215-491-5900 or visit us 
online at www.qcostaffing.com.
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